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S. Marasinghe 
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C. Marasinghe 
Pallegama, Gantuna. 
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Walgampaya, Dantura. 
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Udagama, Gantuna 
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Appellant absent and unrepresented 
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This appeal anses from the judgment of the District Court, 

Kegalle in a land case. The Plaintiff -Respondent by his amended plaint has 

sought a declaration of title to the land described as lot 1 in the schedule, and 

for eviction of the Defendant from a portion of land forcibly occupied by the 

Defendant and also this is an action to define boundaries and claim damages, 

according to the prayer to the amended plaint. 
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Perusing the docket although the Appellant and Respondent 

deposited brief fees and obtained the brief, the Appellant was absent and 

unrepresented on the dates of hearing of this appeal. This court observes that 

the Appellant has failed to act with due diligence and prosecute this appeal. 

As such this appeal is liable to be rejected and dismissed in terms of the 

rules of this court. Nevertheless this court at the hearing on 26.04.2011, 

considered the merits of this appeal and heard the learned counsel for the 

Substituted Plaintiff-Respondent Mr. Athula Perera, who made submissions 

and assisted court in the disposal of this appeal. 

In the original court parties proceeded to trial on 6 issues, raised by 

the Plaintiff. The Defendant-Appellant did not suggest any issues. An 

important admission was recorded admitting Plaintiff-Respondent's title to 

the land described as 'Heenne Hena' referred to in the schedule to the plaint. 

(title derived by Plaintiff from partition case No. 1293). The learned counsel 

for Respondent referred to certain items of evidence which favour his client 

and to material in the Surveyor's plan. He also drew the attention of this 

court to the evidence of the Defendants witness who had been disbelieved by 

the learned District Judge. In the judgment at folios 147/148 learned District 

Judge has given cogent reasons to disbelieve the version of the Defendants 

witness, who was the Grama Seveka. The case revolves on the question of 
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causing damage or removal of a stone wall or fence which is described as a 

'(5)@ ~~C)' situated in the North-Eastern boundary of the land in dispute. 

Defendant resides in the adjoining land and removal of the stone fence 

resulted in encroachment of Plaintiff land by Defendant. 

In the Petition of Appeal the Appellant raise the question of the 

stone wall being situated on the eastern boundary of the property in dispute 

and states, at the trial a different situation had been suggested. Issue No. 1 

refer to North-Eastern boundary and stone wall being demolished by 

Defendant. In other words issue No.1 suggested differ from that pleaded in 

the plaint and amended plaint as regards the situation of the stone wall. At 

the trial there had been no objection raised by the Defendant. It is trite law 

that with framing of issues the pleadings recede to the background and entire 

case revolves on the issues accepted by court. In law the requirement under 

under Section 187 of the Civil Procedure Code which deals with requisites 

of a judgment refer to the points for determination, i.e issues or points of 

contest and the decision thereon. Therefore once issues are framed pleadings 

recede to the background. People's Bank vs. Lokuge Int. Garments - Bar 

Association Law Journal 2010 Vol. XVI Pg. 261. This is a frivolous ground 

of appeal. The learned District Judge has also considered above in his 

judgment at folio 138. 
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The Petition of Appeal also state the learned District Judge has 

failed to consider the Surveyor's report. I am unable to accept that position 

as the judgment deals with the Surveyor's evidence in detail. In fact trial 

Judge refer to the fact that the Surveyor had been cross-examined at length. 

Extract from the judgment of the District Judge reads thus: 

®)6)&l) ~oz;~@~ac;,:,~cs3 c:m~~)$~c;,:,es5 ~dCS) E)~~c;,:,es5 t3)oe5 ~es5lm erQ) erz;rn. 

e>6)~aS OO§) ~6)Oz;6)@E) 00) OOes5~es5 e5 SC) Q) ~~) CS)@ Q)z;®®~ 6)~Q)6) 

Q)E)aS, e>c;,:, erID 20 ~ a®1m ~oC) S~C) 6)@6)aS erID 4 ~ a®1m CQC) eD@6) 

Q)e>aS, erCS)@ 9, erID 1, erID 1 Y2 a®1m ~@)~ &l)@CS)@ e>@es5 Q~) eD@6) Q)e>aS 

az;t3)z;~@E) ~&l)~ 006) @~. rnE)~ 'eJ SC) Q)' ~~) 6)@6) CS)@ Q)z;®® ~) 

~6)eD@6) Q)E) OO§) ooffi. 'Q), S' E)~~c;,:,es5 ~aes5E» erz;6) ~&l)C)~e5 erID 50 ~ 

60 ~ a®1m ~CS) Q)E)aS, e>c;,:, @~~ Q)E)aS, e>® e5()6)~c.:5 CS)@ Q)z;®®~ ~6)eD@6) 

Q)E)aS OO§) ooffi. az;®~@ooz; rn®)~cs3 @ID~®es5 ~&l)C)Q~ e)aS6)ooz; er@@) CS)aS 

Q)e> 00) OOc;,:,) ~z;ffi ~es5lm erz;~ e)O e>c;,:,) OOE» e>c;,:,)~cs3 Q)z;®® CN;~E» 

e>~~c;,:,es5 ®)6)&l) e>oc;,:,) S@t5JOZ; ~~ffi. %o)6)OOz; e)Ses5 Q)z;®® CN;~e» c;,:,ffi ~ 

e5()~ rn®>D ~~ Q)E)aS 'Q), Qt3) S' e>~~c;,:,es5 rn®) S~~6 QC)t3)es5 &l)@ 

Q)E)aS ®)6)~OO) ooffi. 'Q), Qt3) S' E)(S)~c;,:,es5 ~~) erz;6) Q)z;®® eD@ Q)E)aS, e>c;,:, 

e)aS6)ooz; e)Ses5 fIDID) ~(6) @~ Q)E)aS rn®)C) az;®~@ooz; ~&l)~ &l)@ Q)E) 

ae>Q6) ®)6)~oc;,:,) erz;~@ so erID 18 ~ CQO @~ ~OOO 6)@ Q)e>rn, CS)@ 
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Q)~®® eJ e»@cs) fl)oSe>@~ 6)@ Q)e>oS, fl)@)C) ~ Q)e>oS fl)e)~OC)oS ~~)(5) rom. 

~~6) CS)@Q)~®® fl)®)C) (6)@~ Q)e>oS ®)es>~e>o~)~) SD. 

The Survey plan describes the encroached stone wall portion as 

B & C. Evidence and Surveyor's Report gives details of points A to Band B 

& C. Taken on its entirety I find that Surveyor's evidence has assisted the 

District Judge in his conclusion. 

Judgment deals with the evidence of witness Martin. Although 

the Appellant alleges bias of this witness, the District Judge had considered 

and accepted his evidence. Martin has been aware of the dispute and had 

provided details of encroachment by Defendant and damage caused to the 

stone wall. This witness gives a clear picture of the situation of the land in 

dispute. I find that on perusal of Martin's evidence very many factual 

matters have been considered and dealt with by the learned District Judge in 

his judgment. This court is reluctant to interfere with primary facts of this 

case, based on evidence of Plaintiffs and his witnesses which is supportive 

of the Original Court judgment. Court of Appeal should not generally 

interfere with primary facts unless cogent reasons could be adduced 1993( 1) 

SLR 119; 20 N.L.R 337. 
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Plaintiff-Respondent has discharged his burden by providing 

material to prove his case. On a balance of probability the version of 

Plaintiff-Respondent is more probable. 

As Voet says whatever the boundaries of lands belonging to 

different owners had become uncertain, whether accidentally or through the 

act of the owners or of some 3 rd person, and action for definition and settling 

them was provided by Roman Dutch Law (Voet 10.1.1) 

I would also refer to few case laws since this type of action is 

common in our country. 

In Silva Vs. Silva (53 N.L.R 377) Pulle J. held that where a building has been 

erected not wholly on the ground of another, but is built partly on one's own 

ground and only encroaches partially on the ground of another, the Court may, 

where it is equitable to do so, order the owner of the ground encroached on to 

transfer that portion on reasonable terms to the party who made the encroachment. 

In Kuruneru Vs. Haththotuwa (1983(2) S.L.R 429) H.A.G. de Silva J. held where 

a defendant is found to have encroached on the plaintiff s lot, the Court may 

according to the circumstances, order the removal of the encroachment or order 

the defendant to buy the land encroached upon or order the defendant to pay 

compensation. 

In Deeman Silva Vs. Silva (1997 (2)) S.L.R 382) the plaintiff filed plaint for 

definition of boundaries. He simply pleaded that he was the legal owner and the 

defendants were the reputed owners of the adjacent lands. The plaintiff averred 

that he wanted to fix his northern boundary in terms of the defendant's plan, but 
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as the defendant had failed to respond, wanted the Court to fix the boundary in 

terms of the plan. District Court held in favour of the plaintiff, and on appeal it 

was held that an action for definition of boundaries lies only to define and settle 

boundaries between adjacent owners when ever the boundaries have become 

uncertain whether accidentally or through the act of the owners or some third 

party. The plaintiff must come into Court stating (1) that an ascertainable 

common boundary previously existed on the ground, and (2) that such boundary 

had been obliterated subsequently. 

In all the above circumstances I see no merit in the case of the 

appellant. This is a frivolous appeal. It is apparent that the previously built 

stone wall had been disturbed by Defendant subsequently. Judgment of the 

District Court affirmed. 

Appeal dismissed with costs. 
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